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Introduction
Reading Museum houses many different galleries which contain the same common themes, Reading 
and History. We have looked to present a challenge and a contrast to what the Museum exhibits by col-
lecting a variety of contemporary artworks, produced by international artists who are currently residing 
in Reading, sorted into a single book.

These artists bring together different influences which range from Vaikuntam Thota to Richard Patter-
son, creating a diverse range of different styles which is used to represent contemporary Reading, one 
which contains a wealth of different cultural backgrounds, continently influencing the future of Read-
ing.

This book format enables the art to be displayed anywhere, much like the diverse range of cultures 
which we now find in western contemporary society.
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International Chinese Art student: 
Huiping Yang

Foundation Deplioma in Art and Design

Lotus 

Mix mediums on Canvas Board (65X84 cm)

Lotus-The way it emerged untainted from the muck, growing cleanly above ripples of 

water with an ineffective grace. My ideas and reference are from Chinese ink painting 

and Chinese poetry. And I was using mix mediums to represent the contemporary way 

of the Chinese style painting. Throughout the recent exhibition I have been to. I choose 

Richard Patterson’s works as my reference. His thick oil paint brings me the ideas for the 

surface of my painting. According to my personal experience, blue colour be the most 

representativeness colour as the Chinese style. Blue and white porcelain is the concept 

of the middle part in this painting. The blue and white porcelain symbolize the extensive 

and propound of Chinese Culture. The process of produce porcelain is very complicated. 

That is the reason for me to present the intricately texture in this way for the blue and 

white part. When all these ideas comes together. I built up my own painting. 
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Xiamen’s Quarries

Acrylic and Mix Media on MDF

In this painting I was trying to resent the transformation of a landscape. So I select one of the most representative images of 

Edward Burtynsky’s photograph of The Quarries in Xiamen (South part of China). There was a huge change in my hometown 

where located nearby Xiamen. Most landscape has been destroy and lots of modern building has been set up. I use some me-

dian to make the surface looks like real texture of stone. And I have using David Hepher’s painting as my reference. He use 

some median to make the painting looks like the material of buildings. Focus on the figuration in this painting will be clear to 

see they are Chinese workforce.
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International American Art student: 
Laura Nicholson

Art and Psychology
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International South Korean Art student: 
Moon Lee

MFA Fine Art
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Our desires cannot be purely owned by us. As a social animal, human beings live together with others. And others’ eyes and desires 

have influence on our own desires. The attributes of desires have attracted my interest since I was a university student because it is 

hard to know the depth of desires mingled with others’ desires, rather than desires limited in oneself. Especially, I gave variety to my 

works by using the external stimulation (There are TV animation and cartoons that I used to watch in my childhood.) important for 

transforming the inner desires. Also since the master’s course in Korea, I have continued studying on desires based on the theory 

of Deleuze so far.

The great characteristics of my works are the points that desire spreads out towards objects and endless ripple effect from deficien-

cy was embodied into the appearance of branches. These branches of desire were inspired from the look of eyelashes which are 

stretched out into the direction of eye gazing. Between the branches, external stimulation from media in my childhood expressed 

my internal desire by mixing images left in my unconsciousness.
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The series of my <Desire Branches> can be the examples. The molding fac-

tor emerging the most in these series is ‘lines’. Lines shown in the works are 

mostly curved lines, no fixed rules, and gradually detailed and thin. These 

lines are congregated into shapes same as humans’ bodies; or blank spac-

es reminiscent of silhouettes of bodies between highly dense lines remain. 

These branches are imagery of the sight reaching toward desiring objects like 

plants spreading their stems into the places where the sun shines, at the same 

time, the branches are traces of unconscious desire. Between these branches, 

images of exaggerated and distorted bodies (similar to Japanese animation) 

emerge. Sexual curiosity which was felt from seeing sensational scenes of 

Japanese animation imported actively in my childhood and stimulation from 

distorted bodies that emphasized particularly femininity in the animation 

have always lurked in my unconsciousness.
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International Indian Art student: 
Taniya Dharani

BA Art

Inspired by Vaikuntam Thota and Laxma Goud, Hyderabad 

Based artist, I decided to indicate Indian culture with a differ-

ent painting technique of adding and mixing all the colours. 

This was done with Acrylic paint and the strokes were done 

with different sizes of paint brush.

This Painting reflects the element of the Indian village.
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Other than focusing on the mental freedom theme, I also worked a lot on researching on 

my own India artworks and artists. This Installation was inspired by Hyderabad based artist, 

Thota Vaikuntam. This artwork indicates the Indian traditional lifestyle and the beliefs of their 

people. I made this installation on pots which included Indian elements such as Bindi on the 

forehead, piercing on the nose and earring, the use of turmeric on the body and their beliefs 

regarding the relationship a man and a women share. This can be seen on the first pot where 

the front face reflects a women and the back face refers to that of a man.
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